INTRODUCTION
with three components, the true s-confidence levels are compared for the two asymptotic methods with the desired The problem of obtaining system s-confidence limits s-confidence levels. from subsystem test data has been studied extensively. Springer method. In general the bivariate method is conservative 2. Gamma: y = 100, a = 3, n = 100 while the univariate asymptotic method is optimistic. To 3, 4. Logistic: ,u = 125, 6 = 20, n = 100. The 10 shed light on the Monte Carlo variability, Table 3 comsmallest and 20 largest lives are censored.
pares the ML point estimate of system reliability R5(tm) 5 . Weibull: 0 = 210, B = 3, n = 100 with median values of the system reliability realizations.
To measure the accuracy of the asymptotic methods The system reliability realizations obtained for each of average sample size of 20 for the three components for the the above three methods are inserted in the equation for bivariate method. Table 4 indicates the bivariate method is system reliability for each system to obtain a system conservative and in addition more accurate than the reliability realization. The process is repeated N times. The univariate method and much less sensitive to degradation system reliabilities are arranged in order of increasing due to high system reliability.
magnitude. The ordered reliabilities partition the interval Table 5 compares CPU time for the three methods on [0, 1] into N + 1 equally probable intervals. We used N + the CDC 6600. Lannon [14] wrote computer programs that 1 = 1000 for simplicity. From the ordered simulated computed from sample data the parameter estimates, reliabilities we can obtain any desired central s-confidence variance-covariance matrix, square root of variance [1] ).
-(2a -1)(1 -1/(2 \'a))(1 + 3(3/(2 \Va))] where P = (tm/l -a). Substituting the mission time and
Available from NTIS (see [1] ).
parameter estimates, we obtain ak = .01638.
[18] S.C. Virtually all of the material is related to text processNew small programming languages are being touted all ing, rather than, say, to compilers or mathematical over the land. Pascal is receiving a big push, perhaps problems. Some of this comes about because of the because of its suitability for microcomputers which are authors close relation to "the C programming language" likewise becoming ubiquitous. This is THE book on the (see the review, in this issue, of the book by that name) C language. Appendix A defines the language. "C" has which has but few I/O facilities. The authors explain: "It not been used widely enough to become endowed with might appear from this outline that we stress text all the variants which wide use creates. manipulation too heavily. Yet computing is not all Some claim that "C" is much better than Pascal number-crunching, nor is it the 'compilers, assemblers because it allows the programmer more flexibility and and loaders' so hastily treated in many second courses in introduces some shorthand notation for widely used, Undoubtedly "C" will be a useful language for creating program which requires extensive documentation prob-high quality programs. Just as undoubtedly, it can be ably could be rewritten to be much clearer -without used to create very bad programs. There is a running the extensive documentation. 2) Good programming argument (for reliable software) over how much flexistyle, rather than blind application of particular rules or bility a programmer should be allowed by the programtechniques, is what produces good programs. Bad pro-ming language, and how compact the language should grams can be written which follow all the rules. 3) Don't be. APL is probably too compact. Whether the special second-guess the computer, or yourself, on how to constructs in "C" will be a bane or boone, only contincreate efficient code. Don't outsmart yourself trying to ued usage will tell. The C language does have many create efficient code. First, write good understandable advantages; it does have some disadvantages (e.g. you code. Then, let the computer tell you where it is have to create most of your own I/O routines, and it spending most of its time -and thus where more-needs extending). efficient code will help.
If you want to learn about "C" from the horse's mouth, Any programmer who is not familiar with another of this is the book to get. But beware about hoping that the authors' books: The Elements of Programming Style the programming language you use will solve all quality (McGraw Hill, 1974) ought to buy it and read it. It is problems in programs. It won't.***
